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Abstract

Geo-economics is becoming an integral component of inter-state relations. States are employing economic instruments to project their power, thus, redefining their traditional relations with other states. Pakistan and China view each other as strategic partners. Over the decades, China has extended considerable economic, military and technical assistance to Pakistan. As both neighbours expand their economic relationship through infrastructure development and trade corridors, including the China Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC), such cooperation will directly interact with their existing strategic partnership. Beijing and Islamabad have been pursuing their geo-strategic interests in a framework that is progressively being shaped by geo-economics. The Chinese role and interests, in shaping the regional security order, are increasing. Geo-economic instruments are being employed to achieve geo-strategic objectives in a region, which is already marked by conflict and instability. This study explores how expanding economic relationship between Beijing and Islamabad will influence the bilateral strategic engagement, and in turn, impact the dynamics of the regional security.
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Introduction

Nations are resorting to geo-economics as an effective instrument of statecraft to pursue their geo-strategic interests. Trade, investment and economic cooperation are becoming first choice tools for conducting foreign policy. China and Pakistan, traditionally strategic partners, are also expanding their relationship in the economic sphere. The China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) is its one manifestation. At the same time, both
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neighbours are pursuing their national interests under the shadow of complex regional security environment, marked by conflict and instability. The challenge for Beijing and Islamabad is to advance their economic and security interests, despite complex dynamics of regional security and stability.

This paper attempts to analyse the implications of China’s strategic use of economic power in its ever-expanding strategic partnership with Pakistan. The questions explored are: Why the bilateral relationship is taking a geo-economic character? What are the means of geo-economic engagement between the two neighbours? How this interplay will impact the regional security order? In essence, this paper analyses and distinguishes between the traditional geo-strategic partnership i.e., defence cooperation and foreign policy alignment; and emerging economic relationship focusing on investments in Pakistan’s energy and infrastructure sectors, while operationalising Gwadar port and the network of roads, railways and economic zones connecting China and Pakistan.

**Theoretical Framework**

In the post-Cold War era, the role of economic instruments, opposite to military power, has grown in foreign relations. However, economic and trade policies also entail geo-political consequences. Similarly, the geo-strategic manoeuvres and changes in national power impact health of economies and trade among nations. The phenomenon is broadly referred to as ‘geo-economics.’

In the literature of strategic studies, only few studies have explored the use and impact of economic power. Traditionally, geo-economics has been studied as a sub-set of geo-politics, where geo-economic instruments were analysed along with the traditional strategic means of exercising power. Neo-realists perceive military force as the primary instrument of power projection in international politics. Even those who have analysed the role of non-military instrument in conducting statecraft have not distinguished according to the nature and usage of military and economic forms of power.¹

The first wave of intellectual debate on geo-economics, as an instrument of national power, commenced towards the end of the Cold War. Various scholars analysed ‘economics as continuation of war by other means,’2 by putting it at a cross-section of geo-economic and geo-strategic competition among nations. The first major work to explore the relationship between national power and limited economic resources was Paul Kennedy’s authoritative study, *The Rise and Fall of The Great Powers*. He advanced the hypothesis of ‘imperial overstretch’ and argued that “all of the major shifts in the world’s military power balances have followed alterations in the productive balances; and the rising and falling of the various empires and states in the international system has been confirmed by the outcomes of the major Great Power wars, where victory has always gone to the side with the greatest material resources.”3

Next, Edward Luttwak furthered the concept of geo-economics as a post-Cold War manifestation of the geo-political competition. He posited that, with the spread of globalisation, inter-state conflict will increasingly adopt the ‘grammar of commerce.’ He argued that “methods of commerce are displacing military methods — with disposable capital in lieu of firepower, civilian innovation in lieu of military technical advancement and market penetration in lieu of garrisons and bases. States, as spatial entities structured to jealously delimit their own territories, [will] reorient themselves toward geo-economics in order to compensate for their decaying geopolitical roles.”4

This view echoed of neo-mercantilism in a globalised world. Samuel Huntington boldly expanded the argument and observed, “Economic activity is a source of power, as well as well-being. It is, indeed, probably the most important source of power and in a world in which military conflict between major states is unlikely economic power will
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be increasingly important in determining the primacy or subordination of states.\(^5\)

Huntington’s argument that future conflicts and structure of the world order will be determined by economic power was essentially, a call for a strategy of ‘economic power maximisation’ by major powers. It comprised of five components:

i. Seeking economic power over prosperity and well-being.
ii. Building manufacturing capacities for domestic and foreign markets.
iii. Focusing on increasing market share despite losses.
iv. Restricting imports and incoming foreign direct investments.
v. Building surplus foreign reserves and maintain favourable trade balances via strong currencies.\(^6\)

Geo-economics, thus, focuses on pursuing the geo-strategic interests even in the absence of a mutually advantageous trade relationship. In essence, it is the geo-strategic exercise of economic instruments and resources.\(^7\) States often combine the elements of geo-strategy and geo-economics to project power. The geo-strategic display of power is overt, conducted through military and diplomatic means. The geo-economic power projection, however, is covert, exercised through the economic instruments for accommodation or even patronage of the other actor. The geo-economic means involve the incentives such as more investments, low-cost loans, lesser tariffs on goods, etc., which are operationalised gradually. In this way, geo-economics is essentially about employing the economic instruments to advance national interests for producing favourable geo-strategic outcomes and impacting other nation’s economic and trade policies over their geo-strategic objectives.

In the inter-state relations, geo-economics operates in parallel with geo-strategy to enhance influence and power of a state through economic
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instruments, along with military elements. Sole reliance on military instruments leads to seeking zero-sum security, while employment of the geo-economic tools create and expand the space for outcomes beyond zero-sum, while being equally powerful in effect.  

**Pak-China Economic and Security Relationship: Current Status**

The Pak-China relations are based on a comprehensive geo-strategic and realist calculus. It is a multidimensional relationship and mandates that the top leadership, from both sides, continuously guide it. For Pakistan, the strategic partnership with China is a strong pillar of its foreign policy. For China, relationship with Pakistan is a crucial component of its South Asia policy. Both countries have always extended an all-out support to each other during critical times. Gradually, the closer political and military relationship has been expanding into economic sphere for regional cooperation and connectivity. The CPEC now forms the bedrock of the future ‘all-weather’ strategic engagement between the two neighbours, giving it a geo-economic character.

The genesis of the ‘all-weather’ friendship dates back to 1950, when Pakistan recognised the People’s Republic of China. In May 1951, diplomatic ties were established between Beijing and Islamabad. However, it was in 1955, on the eve of the Afro-Asian Conference in Bandung, Indonesia, when political leadership of the two nations exchanged views on international affairs and bilateral relations. At that time, Beijing was alarmed by Pakistan’s participation in the Southeast Asia Treaty Organisation (SEATO), a US backed regional security pact. Mohammad Ali Bogra, Prime Minister of Pakistan, explained to the Chinese Premier Zhou Enlai that Pakistan would not become party to any hostile action against China and it will not prejudice Pakistan’s bilateral
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relationship with Beijing.\textsuperscript{11} Since then, the relationship has gradually grown through multifaceted cooperation and mutual support at international forums. Irrespective of the government in Pakistan — civilian or military — the relationship with China has remained a defining feature of Pakistan’s foreign policy.

In March 1963, both countries signed a border agreement, delineating their boundary. Air links were also established, which opened the communist China to the wider world. Later, both the sides agreed to construct the Karakoram Highway (KKH), connecting Xinjiang region with the Northern areas of Pakistan. The year 1965, was the water-shed year in the bilateral relationship. During the 1965 Indo-Pak war, China extended political and material support to Pakistan while the US imposed an arms embargo during the war. It compelled Islamabad to search for another external balancer against New Delhi. Beijing agreed to provide military assistance and, hence, became an answer to Pakistan’s quest for ensuring its national security.

Despite different cultures and belief systems, foreign relations between China and Pakistan have endured changing geo-strategic environment. First friendship treaty was signed in April 2005, when Islamabad and Beijing inked “China-Pakistan Treaty of Friendship and Cooperation and Good Neighbourly Relations.” They agreed that ‘neither party will join any alliance or bloc which infringes upon the sovereignty, security and territorial integrity’ of either nation. Both neighbours also undertook to not allow their territory to be used by a third-nation or any non-state organisation to undermine sovereignty, security and territorial integrity of the other.\textsuperscript{12} In July 2013, an agreement on the “Common Vision for Deepening China-Pakistan Strategic Cooperative Partnership in the New Era,” was inked on the eve of Prime Minister Sharif’s visit to China. This development added economic dimension to the relationship and deepened the existing strategic partnership.\textsuperscript{13}


The bilateral cooperation expanded to the sectors of defence, technology and energy continues. From mid-1960s, China has emerged as a key supplier of military hardware to Pakistan. The JF-17 Thunder fighter aircraft is the trademark of the bilateral defence cooperation. Beijing also extended technical assistance in establishment of the munitions factories in Pakistan, a step towards building Pakistan’s self-reliance in defence production. Joint military exercises and trainings at military institutions has been a regular feature of the defence cooperation. Similarly, Beijing cooperated with Islamabad in the nuclear field, particularly, in civil-nuclear energy sector, after inking of 1986 nuclear cooperation agreement. Likewise, in early 2000s, both countries undertook construction of a deep-sea port at Gwadar, near the Strait of Hormuz in the Arabian Sea. In early 2013, Pakistan tasked a Chinese firm to operationalise the strategic port. Aside from a host of bilateral cooperation, it was an ‘all-out’ diplomatic support to each other at international forums that strengthened the bilateral relationship. China, for decades, supported Pakistan’s position on Kashmir and lobbied against the proposals at the United Nations (UN) that otherwise, would have undermined Pakistan’s interests. After dismemberment of East Pakistan in 1971, China vetoed Bangladesh’s entry into the UN. Beijing only recognised the government in Dhaka after Islamabad had established diplomatic relations with it. Similarly, during Pakistan’s often-tense relations with Washington, Beijing publicly supported Pakistan. For instance, after the US operation in Abbottabad that killed Osama Bin Laden, the Chinese Premier, Wen Jiabao, publicly supported Pakistan.
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Pakistan, on its part, reciprocated the friendly gestures by steadfastly supporting One-China policy by not recognising the government in Taiwan.\textsuperscript{20} Pakistan also supports the Chinese position on Tibet. Pakistan has been a bridge between China and the US, which led to the establishment of relations between the two great powers.\textsuperscript{21} Meanwhile, Islamabad refrained from taking a public stance on the Uighur issue in China and ensured that it is also not taken up by the Organisation of Islamic Countries (OIC). Beijing acknowledged Pakistan’s due role in this regard.\textsuperscript{22}

Despite strong defence and technical cooperation, trade and investment remained a weaker area in the bilateral relationship for decades. Islamabad has, occasionally, reached out to Beijing for economic assistance to meet its pressing financial needs. In 1996, China provided US$500 million to shore up Pakistan’s depleting foreign exchange reserves.\textsuperscript{23} However, Beijing has not been eager to offer extended financial assistance every time. In 2008, while on the brink of default, Pakistan sought a soft loan of more than US$1.5 billion from Beijing. China, however, only agreed to provide US$500 million, which forced Pakistan to seek a comprehensive economic assistance package from the International Monterey Fund (IMF).\textsuperscript{24} Meanwhile, trade between both countries has gradually increased from US$774 million in 2001, to nearly US$13 billion in 2016.\textsuperscript{25} However, the balance of trade is tilted in the favour of the Chinese exporters, as they exported goods and services to the tune of nearly US$11 billion to Pakistan. The volume of trade increased after conclusion of a Free-Trade Agreement

(FTA) between both the governments in 2006. To enhance the bilateral trade, both countries concluded a currency-swap agreement for trade in the local currencies in 2011. In March 2017, Pakistan granted the license to the Bank of China for opening its first branch in Pakistan.

The Chinese Foreign Direct Investments (FDI) in Pakistan have increased steadily following the announcement of the CPEC. Prior to the CPEC, FDI from China, between 2006 and 2013, was recorded at US$1.1 billion, with highest being US$712 million in 2006-07. Conversely, from 2013 till April 2017, the Chinese firms invested US$2.2 billion in infrastructure and energy projects in Pakistan. The current wave of FDI is a part of the CPEC infrastructure development and energy generation projects, along with operationalisation of the Gwadar port.

**Pak-China Strategic Partnership: Interplay of Geo-economics**

In April 2015, on the eve of President Xi Jinping’s visit to Pakistan, both governments announced an economic and a trade corridor. The CPEC was announced at a time when a rising China was beginning to take greater interest in the regional and global politics. Instead of relying on traditional defence cooperation and arms sales, Beijing has been adding an active economic component to its foreign policy.

Military cooperation and strategic engagement in itself has their limitations in inter-state relations. Relations between nations are not only defined by cooperation in military affairs instead, military and security cooperation is but one aspect of the broader bilateral relationships. For nearly five decades’ close defence and technical collaboration, including sensitive fields, defined China-Pakistan relationship. Even the construction of the KKH, which is largely a development project, had a strategic rationale to it. Military cooperation did deepen the bilateral relationship while expanding
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Beijing’s influence within Pakistan’s policy-making elite. It worked smoothly till the time Beijing was not pro-active in the broader Asian affairs.

Extensive defence collaboration and technical assistance from Beijing enabled Islamabad to balance its arch-rival, India. Defence cooperation and sharing of military technology also has an un-intended potential of escalating the regional tensions, a prospect Beijing has counselled against. China supported Pakistan’s position on Kashmir during 1970s and 1980s. In 1990s, however, the Chinese stance began to shift. In December 1996, in an address to Pakistan’s Senate, the then Chinese President, Jiang Zemin, suggested that the unresolved disputes should be set aside, temporarily, for longer-term stability in the region.30 Even during the Kargil conflict, China reiterated the call for resolving the disputes through negotiations, while emphasising need of ‘defusing tensions.’31 Similarly, 15-years later, President Xi Jinping, emphasised the need for stability and security as a pre-requisite of development.32 In this sense, introducing a framework of economic cooperation and development inhibits the conflictual tendencies and also expands Beijing’s footprint in the region.

With the CPEC, transformation in the bilateral relationship is underway. Large-scale investments by China’s State-Owned Enterprises (SOEs) in infrastructure and energy projects implies that Beijing will prioritise the trajectory of economic relationship between both nations. Capitalising on existing strategic partnership, China intends to connect with Pakistan’s US$300 billion economy. The magnitude of the CPEC initiative makes it clear: consisting of three interconnected north-south routes, it is intended to upgrade transport infrastructure, boost energy production and industrial capacity of Pakistan. The CPEC will be connecting the populous Punjab province, the Gwadar port (Balochistan), Karachi (Sindh) and the city of
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Kashgar (Xinjiang) while passing through Gilgit-Baltistan and Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa (KPK). In a way, security relationship opened the way for China’s long-term access to Pakistan, particularly, the Gwadar port and the Arabian Sea.

For Pakistan, the CPEC presents an opportunity to redirect its economy towards growth and industrialisation. After nearly a decade, following construction of the Gwadar port, Beijing and Islamabad are jointly undertaking an economic development initiative. The initial announcements included the Chinese pledge to invest nearly US$11 billion in infrastructure and US$33 billion in energy production projects over the next 15 years.33

The volume of the Chinese investments under the CPEC makes it the single largest influx of foreign capital in Pakistan, since its independence in 1947. The magnitude of the CPEC investments is twice the combined economic and military aid Islamabad received from Washington, since 2001, as a front-line state in war against terrorism.34 For years, Pakistani economy has grown at an average rate of 4 per cent.35 It is expected that the CPEC will boost the Gross Domestic Product (GDP) growth rate by another 2 per cent while allowing Pakistan to achieve much-needed political and economic stability and regional integration.36

Yet for Beijing, the CPEC is one of the six trade corridors under the Belt and Road Initiative (BRI). Other five corridors require multilateral cooperation and, thus, are in varying stages of implementation. The CPEC, however, is a bilateral initiative. Successful undertaking of the CPEC is crucial for smooth implementation of the BRI. Beijing needs to demonstrate that its model of economic development produces the desired results and is equally beneficial for other countries participating in the BRI. It requires
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improvement in internal security of Pakistan and regional stability. Pakistan has committed itself to ensure security in those regions which are part of the CPEC routes. This again is manifestation of China attempting to achieve geo-strategic objectives through economic means.

Meanwhile, the traditional avenues of cooperation i.e., defence and foreign policy support between Islamabad and Beijing are also deepening. An assertive China is gradually showing the willingness to take on the responsibilities of international leadership. Pakistan, on its part, has welcomed the ‘peaceful’ rise of China and looks to benefit from Beijing’s global influence. Given Pakistan’s all-out support to the BRI, Beijing, in turn, has also extended all-out-support to Islamabad’s foreign policy goals. Since onset of the CPEC, China has endorsed Pakistan’s application for entry into the Nuclear Suppliers Group (NSG) and held up the Indian-backed proposal to put Masood Azhar on the UN-designated terrorists list. Beijing has supported Islamabad on these issues despite concerns raised by New Delhi. By disregarding the Indian reservations, China has taken public positions on these two issues, thus, also raising the commitment cost for itself.

In the realm of defence cooperation, in tandem with the CPEC, both countries announced a US$5 billion deal for the sale of eight Chinese submarines to Pakistan. It is the single largest defence deal by China.
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These submarines will enable Pakistan to deploy an operational sea-based deterrent, thus, augmenting its nuclear triad. It is a clear signal of Beijing’s interest in enhancing Pakistan’s power projection capabilities while being a balancer in the Indian Ocean Region (IOR). From Beijing’s standpoint, these submarines will lead to stability in South Asia, as with growing geo-economic engagement with the region, the Chinese role in the regional security order is also increasing.

**Pak-China Geo-economic Cooperation: Challenges**

Every economic and development partnership brings with it few challenges due to its very nature. The CPEC-centric cooperation between Islamabad and Beijing is not immune to such risks. Pakistan faces governance problems. Handling of a huge volume of investments and their absorption in Pakistan’s economy requires professional management structures, which can streamline the cumbersome administrative processes. As the CPEC envisions cooperation in diverse sectors of Pakistani economy, the managers of Pakistan’s economy need to be cognisant of quick and efficient decision-making to reduce bureaucratic bottlenecks. Moreover, after adoption of the 18th Constitutional Amendment, the provincial governments have been empowered to take decisions on the subjects and issues related to economy. The CPEC management, thus, requires greater coordination and collaboration among the federal and provincial bureaucracies, as well as policy-makers.

Besides governance issues, scale and pace of economic cooperation will also be influenced by the on-going learning experience of Beijing and Islamabad as part of implementation of the CPEC projects. Both governments will draw their own lessons. Pakistan’s negotiating space for getting favourable terms and conditions for future projects depends on smooth implementation of the projects underway. Islamabad is also constrained to cooperate with Beijing in the absence of a large-scale FDI option from the Western world or other lenders. This creates a new dependency of Pakistan on China. Meanwhile, for Beijing, the trouble-free implementation of economic projects is crucial to the claiming success of its development model as an emerging power.

Pak-China Geo-economic Cooperation and Regional Security Order

Evolving geo-economic dimensions in the Pak-China relationship, particularly, the advent of the CPEC has introduced another layer of complexity in the regional security order. For decades, India factor guided the Pak-China relations, where both viewed each other as strategic hedge against New Delhi. New patterns began to emerge, however, during the last decade. Terrorism and conflict in Afghanistan and Pakistan complicated China’s regional calculus. Analytically, thus, regional security, here, comprises two sub-sets:

i. China-India and India-Pakistan rivalries, essentially, the South Asian security framework.
ii. Conflict in Afghanistan and instability in Pakistan’s border regions.

Regional Security in South Asia

The South Asian security order is largely being dominated by the protracted conflict between India and Pakistan. The unresolved dispute of Kashmir and the military tensions continued to overshadow the prospects of meaningful engagement between the two contending states. Pakistan also contests the Indian attempts to be a hegemon in South Asia. At the same time, China and India also have an unresolved border dispute. Military tensions often spike between New Delhi and Beijing. However, over last two decades, their focus shifted towards managing the border dispute and expanding the bilateral economic relationship. Yet, China remains a crucial factor in India-Pakistan rivalry, because of its strategic partnership with Islamabad. Expanding geo-economic relationship with Islamabad implies that Pakistan would count on Beijing’s active support, more than before, in its rivalry with India. China, also, would increasingly have greater interest in India-Pakistan relationship, but from a different perspective.

For China, economic corridors under the BRI have two goals: strategic and economic. Premier Li Keqiang, during his May 2013 visit to Islamabad, said that Beijing “hope(s) to create a giant economic corridor that would not only enhance China’s strategic significance but would also help in restoring
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peace and stability in Asia.” His emphasis on restoring “peace and stability” was a clear indication of the Chinese policy of pursuing stability in the regional politics. Beijing, thus, has a vital stake in maintaining peace and stability in the region, particularly, between India and Pakistan. In September 2016, as Pakistan-India tensions heightened over Kashmir, Beijing counselled both sides to ‘exercise restraint,’ ‘avoid escalation’ and defuse tensions through ‘dialogue.’ It was a departure from China’s existing policy of non-interference in the affairs of other nations. However, given the growing Chinese stake in Pakistan’s economic development, owing to the CPEC, Beijing now has an interest in a stable relationship between Islamabad and New Delhi.

Meanwhile, China is also focusing on expanding economic cooperation with India, while avoiding tension. In 2016, China-India trade reached US$71 billion and the Chinese investments increased over US$1billion during the fiscal year 2015-16. In 2014, President Xi announced plans to increase investments to US$20 billion by 2019. Similarly, India has also been made a part of the BRI through Bangladesh-China-India-Myanmar (BCIM) Corridor. New Delhi, however, has not been receptive to the Chinese connectivity and regional integration initiatives due to its ‘core concerns on sovereignty and territorial integrity.’

India has expressed reservations on the route of the CPEC, which passes through Gilgit-Baltistan, part of the disputed Kashmir region, under administration of Pakistan. India claims that territory as part of whole Kashmir. 48 So far, Beijing has brushed aside the Indian concerns by arguing that economic development in the region does not alter its formal position on Kashmir dispute. 49 Beijing and Islamabad have been collaborating on the development projects in Gilgit-Baltistan region for decades. The construction of the KKH is but one example. Nonetheless, since the CPEC is central to success of the BRI, it increases China’s interest in the South Asian regional stability to advance Beijing’s economic interests.

**Conflict in Afghanistan**

In recent years, the Chinese interest in its western neighbourhood, particularly in Afghanistan, has increased. Beijing has focused on stabilising Afghanistan and stability of Pakistan to advance its own security and economic interests. In terms of separatism and terrorism, China has a vulnerable region of Xinjiang, which it aims to stabilise through economic development and counter-terrorism efforts. Islamabad initiated a large-scale military operation, Zarb-e-Azb, against Tehrik-i-Taliban Pakistan (TTP) and foreign fighters in North Waziristan in June, 2014. During past three years Pakistan army has cleared North Waziristan of foreign and local militants. Beijing has appreciated Pakistan’s military action against the terrorism and militancy. 50

Militancy and terrorism in Afghanistan and its surrounding region can only be addressed through political resolution of the war in Afghanistan. The conflict, however, is quite complex in Afghanistan with the involvement of various stakeholders including the warring Afghan factions, the Afghan government, the regional and extra-regional powers, including the US. For decades, China stayed away from a proactive engagement in
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Afghanistan, in recent years, however, it has developed economic and security interests in Afghanistan. Beijing is investing in copper mines\(^51\) and thus, seeks stability, which would also weaken the matrix of Islamist militancy in the region.

Pakistan remains central to any peace talks in Afghanistan. For Beijing, geo-economic partnership with Pakistan is also one of the means to pursue a settlement of the Afghan conflict. From late 2014, China has made consistent calls for peace talks in Afghanistan. In October 2014, Beijing proposed setting up a ‘peace and reconciliation’ forum, with participation from the Afghan government, China, Pakistan and the Taliban.\(^52\) It was indication of China’s willingness to play a greater role in brokering peace in Afghanistan. Few months later, the Chinese Foreign Minister, Wang Yi, offered ‘facilitation’ in ‘realising reconciliation’ between Afghan government and ‘political factions.’ He also noted that Pakistan was willing to play a ‘constructive’ role in peace process.\(^53\) This was a signal expressing readiness and seriousness from Beijing for a constructive peace process, with an active participation from Pakistan.

China reiterated the same message during the state visit of President Xi Jinping, as he called on Islamabad to play a proactive role in the Afghan reconciliation process while assuring cooperation in the fight against ‘non-traditional actors.’\(^54\) His bid for peace talks came at a time when Beijing had announced investments for the CPEC projects. The unequivocal message was: China is ready to make large-scale financial investments to shore up Pakistan’s ailing economy but it necessitates peace and stability in the region.


In early 2016, China and Pakistan joined a four-nation process for commencing peace talks between Afghan government and the Taliban.\(^5^5\) The Quadrilateral Coordination Group (QCG), comprising Afghanistan, China, Pakistan and the US, was an effort by the regional powers to commence a peace dialogue between the Afghan government and Taliban. It was a major initiative in the sense that China and the US as G-2 were directly participating in the dialogue process. It reflected Beijing’s willingness to go an extra mile in ensuring constructive and fruitful negotiations for settlement of Afghan conflict. Earlier Beijing had hosted representatives of Taliban and Afghan government for back-channel talks, but the QCG was a front-channel initiative with the direct Chinese participation, a deviation from its past practice.\(^5^6\) Though the QCG mechanism stalled within few months, but it was a reminder that a peace in Afghanistan is linked to the result-oriented peace process, that leads to long-term stability.

As the QCG became dormant, China again moved to initiate a trilateral process bringing Kabul and Islamabad on the negotiating table. In June 2017, the Chinese Foreign Minister, Wang Yi, undertook shuttle diplomacy, visiting Kabul and Islamabad, with the goal to “mediate to improve Pakistan-Afghanistan relations and push forward Afghanistan’s political reconciliation.”\(^5^7\) As an outcome of the visit, Kabul and Islamabad agreed to improve their relations and establish crisis-management mechanisms.\(^5^8\) Meanwhile, a China-Afghanistan-Pakistan Foreign Ministers’ Dialogue was also proposed. The first meeting of the three foreign ministers was held in Beijing in December 2017. The three sides agreed on building ‘political
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trust and reconciliation’ and working towards “development cooperation and connectivity, security cooperation and counter-terrorism” as the focus of trilateral cooperation.\(^5\) Leveraging geo-economics, Beijing called for exploring ways to extend the CPEC to Afghanistan.\(^6\) It aims to make Afghanistan and Pakistan stakeholders in the regional economic development and consequently, generate the momentum for peace talks to bring an end to the conflict in Afghanistan.

**Conclusion**

The geo-economic patterns of engagement between China and Pakistan have progressively been taking a concrete shape. Gradually, they are influencing the existing strategic relations and regional security dynamics. The decades-long Pakistan-China strategic cooperation opened the way for developing an economic relationship. Yet, the framework guiding the economic cooperation and infrastructure development is strategic in its very nature. It is taking place in the background of the protracted regional rivalries and instability in Afghanistan. China has been deploying economic instruments to persuade the regional countries to re-orient their policies away from conflict and towards economic development. As Beijing and Islamabad navigate the complex minefield conflict-prone region with the tendencies of crises and instability, it is imperative that both countries work towards evolving a mechanism for frequent dialogue on peace and stability in the region. Constraints being imposed by geo-economics should be understood well, as the conflictual tendencies can undermine progressively growing economic relationship. In turn, that can also adversely impact strategic partnership, as breach of trust can be easily overcome.
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